### Description of Task:

**Où va-t-on passer quatre jours?**

Your French trip to France has an option of dropping over somewhere for four days on the return to NZ. Madame Field wants you to decide and has asked the class to write their suggestions. The catch being: it must be a French speaking country.

NB

The main focus should be:

Giving your ideas, opinion and justifying these.

**Language:**

Vary your language and show off what you know e.g. think about Verb tenses: Future, Conditional, Pluperfect, Subjunctive

Conjunctions

Pronouns

Negatives

Expressions of persuasion

**Remember:**

Keep the language appropriate to the task.

### Self Evaluation:

Use the Assessment Schedule examples as a guide, but do not copy them!

### Authenticity

*I confirm that this piece of writing is all my own work.*

*Resources and people I consulted:*

Signature: .................................................................

---

**Task: Où va-t-on passer quatre jours?**

*The best task I did this year was the writing piece on Morocco I think because there was lots to write about and I was also able to use a wide range of structures. Olivia*